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The key observation that microbes can reduce solid electron acceptors was the starting point 50 for the investigation of the dissimilatory reduction of extracellular electron acceptors. The 51 first respiratory processes that were discovered to be dependent on electron transfer to the 52 cell surface were iron and manganese respiration in Shewanella and Geobacter species (45, 53 46, 60). Since then extracellular respiration became more and more a focus for the work of 54 microbiologists. The importance of these respiratory processes can be assessed if one 55 considers that iron is the most abundant redox active metal in today's Earth's crust. 56 Consequently, several studies pointed out that respiratory iron reduction can massively 57 contribute to the oxidation of organic carbon sources in a variety of anaerobic habitats (45, 58 90). It is the aim of this review to summarize and discuss our current knowledge of 59 extracellular respiration. We will introduce the reader to typical environmental extracellular 60 electron acceptors as well as electron accepting compounds that are used to exploit the 61 potential of extracellular respiration in applied processes. Later on, the focus will be to 62 condense and discuss available data on biochemistry of electron transport to the cell surface 63 as well as onto metallic electron acceptors. NTA supplemented ferric oxide (32, Fig. 1 ). between pili subunits has to be shown experimentally and is so far only a hypothesis. As was 378 pointed out before, the outer membrane cytochrome OmcS is localized along the pilus.
379
Outer membrane cytochromes at the pilus surface were suggested to be necessary for proteins occur under conditions in which electron transfer to the cell surface is necessary.
442
The answer as to why this might be beneficial for the organisms is so far not known. It might 
